
Declaration of liability for group leaders

forename surname

street address postal code, city or town

country date of birth

telephone / mobile phone number email

Training in the field of climbing

With my signature I confirm that

place, date, signature

- due to my up-to-date training in the field of climbing I am legally allowed and qualified to guide a group in the premises of the 
K1 Kletterhalle Betriebs GmbH. The guidance takes place independently and on my own responsibility.

- as a group leader I take full responsibility for the actions of my course participants.

- I have to care for the passing on and observance of the gym regulations of the K1 Kletterhalle Betriebs GmbH and the safety 
regulations within my group.

- rental equipment is only lent to me. I bear liability for all legal consequences by passing on the material to course participants 
and take care of an orderly return of the borrowed material.

- if the group has 6 or more participants I have to register them beforehand by using the reservation system Venuzle and that only 
registered groups receive group rates.

Course participants do not receive user cards, nor does the registration form have to be filled in for group 

participants. If a group rate is accounted, the admission fee has to be collected as a whole.

Sport climbing is a risk-entailing type of sport. I am aware that I use the climbing facility of the K1 climbing gym Dornbirn at my 
own risk, and acknowledge that neither the owner nor the supervisory staff of this climbing facility are liable for injuries and/or 
damages that occur due to my activity in this facility.         

- I am not allowed to turn climbing holds and any adhesive strips or tags have to be removed.

- all my course participants will also leave the climbing areas as a single closed group.


